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1. Introduction

The scheme theory was started independently by Higman in [45] as the theory of coherent
configurations (coherent algebras) and by Weisfeiler and Leman in [79] as the theory of stationary
graphs (cellular algebras). Themotivationswere different: in the former case it was a tool for studying
permutation groups whereas in the latter one it was the base to attack the Graph Isomorphism
Problem. For the next several decades the investigations of schemes were mainly concentrated
onto looking for interesting examples of schemes. Within this time the general scheme theory was
presented in books [9,13]. However, most of the results were related only to the commutative case.
The situation drastically changed in the 1990swhen the permutation group, group-theoretical and

linear representation approaches to the scheme theory were developed by the authors of this paper,1
by P.-H. Zieschang, and by A. Hanaki respectively. It should be noted that in the latter two cases (in
contrast to the first one) only homogeneous schemes were taken into consideration. However, we
believe that most of the results obtained there can more or less easily be transferred to the general
case. Besides, since these parts are presented in this issue, we will concentrate in our survey only
onto the permutation group approach. It should be stressed here that the general theory of schemes
relates to the theory of homogeneous schemes in the same way as the general permutation group
theory relates to the theory of transitive groups.

E-mail addresses: evdokim@pdmi.ras.ru (S. Evdokimov), inp@pdmi.ras.ru (I. Ponomarenko).
1 Themost part of the results on schemes presented herewas originally formulated in the cellular algebra language. However,
there is a natural bijection between the schemes and the cellular algebras containing the identitymatrix that takes respectively
isomorphisms and similarities of schemes to strong isomorphisms and weak isomorphisms of cellular algebras (see (2)).
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Roughly speaking there are two main problems within the permutation group approach to the
scheme theory: the schurity problem and the separability problem. The first of them goes back to
H. Wielandt who was interested in necessary and sufficient conditions for a given scheme to be
schurian, i.e. to be the scheme of a permutation group. It also includes the question towhat degree the
scheme can differ from a schurian one. The separability problem is about when the natural invariants
of a scheme (like intersection numbers) characterize this scheme up to isomorphism. Since the initial
interest of the authors to schemes came from computational complexity theory, this survey contains
a section devoted to algorithmic applications of the scheme theory.

2. Schemes in algebra, arithmetic, geometry and combinatorics

2.1. Schemes

Let V be a finite set andR a partition of V 2. Denote byR∗ the set of all unions of the elements of
R.

Definition 2.1. A pair C = (V ,R) is called a coherent configuration or a scheme on V if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(S1) the diagonal∆(V ) of V 2 belongs toR∗,
(S2) R is closed with respect to transposition,
(S3) given R, S, T ∈ R, the number {v ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ R, (v, w) ∈ S} does not depend on the choice

of (u, w) ∈ T .

The elements of V ,R = R(C),R∗ = R∗(C) and the numbers from (S3) denoted by cTR,S , are called
the points, the basis relations, the relations and the intersection numbers ofC, respectively. The numbers
|V | and |R| are called the degree and the rank of C. The scheme C is called symmetric if all relations
fromR are symmetric, and commutative if cTR,S = c

T
S,R for all R, S, T ∈ R.

The set V is the disjoint union of homogeneity sets2 of C, i.e. those X ⊂ V for which∆(X) ∈ R. The
scheme C is called homogeneous if V is a homogeneity set of it. If X is a union of the homogeneity sets,
then the restriction of C to X is defined to be the scheme

CX = (X,RX )

whereRX is the set of all non-empty relations R∩X2with R ∈ R; it is called a homogeneous component
of C when X is a homogeneity set.
A homogeneous scheme C is called imprimitive if the set R∗ contains an equivalence relation on

V other than ∆(V ) and V 2; otherwise it is called primitive. Equivalently, C is primitive if any of its
non-reflexive basis relations is strongly connected.
Two schemes are called isomorphic if there exists a bijection between their point sets preserving

the basis relations. Any such bijection is called an isomorphism of these schemes. The group of all
isomorphisms of a scheme C contains a normal subgroup

Aut(C) = {f ∈ Sym(V ) : Rf = R, R ∈ R}

called the automorphism group ofC. IfV coincideswith a groupG andAut(C) contains the permutation
group Gright induced by the right multiplications in G, then C is called a Cayley scheme over G.
Schemes C and C ′ are called similar if

cTR,S = c
Tϕ
Rϕ ,Sϕ , R, S, T ∈ R, (1)

for some bijection ϕ : R→ R′, R 7→ Rϕ called a similarity from C to C ′.3 The set of all similarities is
denoted by Sim(C,C ′). Each isomorphism f fromC toC ′ induces in a naturalway a similarity between

2 We do not use the term ‘‘fiber’’ because D. Higman (who proposed it) used it in different meanings.
3 The similarity ϕ induces also a bijection X 7→ Xϕ between the homogeneity sets of C and C ′ (and their unions).
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these schemes denoted by ϕf . The set of all isomorphisms from C to C ′ inducing a similarity ϕ is
denoted by Iso(C,C ′, ϕ).
In the next subsectionswe give some examples of schemes arising in algebra, arithmetic, geometry

and combinatorics.

2.2. Algebra

A linear subspace A of the algebra MatV (C) is called a coherent algebra [46] if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(A1) A contains the identity matrix IV and the all-one matrix JV ,
(A2) A is closed with respect to the ordinary and Hadamard multiplications,
(A3) A is closed with respect to transposition.

In particular,A is an algebra with respect to the ordinary and Hadamard multiplications with the
identities IV and JV respectively. Denote byM the set of primitive idempotents of A with respect to
the Hadamard multiplication. ThenM is a linear basis ofA consisting of {0,1}-matrices such that∑

A∈M

A = JV and A ∈M ⇔ AT ∈M.

Thus the coherent algebras are exactly the cellular algebras defined in [78] that contain the identity
matrix.
Let C = (V ,R) be a scheme. From the definition of a scheme it follows that the linear span

A(C) of the set {A(R) : R ∈ R} ⊂ MatV is a coherent algebra; it is called the adjacency algebra
of the scheme C.4 Comparing the definitions of schemes and coherent algebras one can see that the
mappings

C 7→ A(C), A 7→ C(A) (2)

whereC(A) = (V ,R(A))withR(A) = {R ⊂ V 2 : A(R) ∈M}, are reciprocal bijections between the
sets of schemes and coherent algebras on V . Here the intersection numbers of a scheme C coincide
with the structure constants of the algebraA = A(C) with respect to the basisM. In particular, the
scheme C is commutative if and only if so is the algebraA. Thus scheme is the combinatorial analog
of coherent algebra.
Different attempts to remove the standard representation from the definition of coherent algebra

produced several generalizations of this notion in the homogeneous case: commutative C-algebras [9],
non-commutative C-algebras [34], generalized table algebras [2]. The first generalization including the
non-homogeneous case was done recently in [18].
Let G be a finite group. Given a conjugacy class c of it we define a binary relation

Rc = {(x, y) ∈ G× G : x−1y ∈ c}.

Denote by R the set of all these relations. Then the pair C = (G,R) is a homogeneous scheme
called the scheme of conjugacy classes of G. It is easily seen that it is a Cayley scheme over G. Since the
adjacency algebraA of this scheme is isomorphic to the center of the group algebra C[G], the scheme
C is commutative. It should also be mentioned that the C-algebra dual toA is known as the character
algebra of the groupG. It is easily seen that the groupAut(C) contains the permutation groups induced
by the left and rightmultiplications inG. Since the intersection numbers of the schemeC are expressed
via the values of the character table of G (see [9]), two schemes of conjugacy classes are similar if and
only if the corresponding groups have the same character tables.
We complete the subsection by mentioning three more classes of algebraic structures naturally

related to schemes. First of them is formed by Schur rings which up to language is nothing else than
Cayley schemes; the theory of Schur rings is the subject of paper [69], this issue. The second class
consists of the schemes of permutation groups; we consider them in detail in Section 3. Finally, Hecke
algebras (algebras of double cosets) are mentioned in Section 3.1, see also [55].

4 In the commutative case the alternative name for it is the Bose–Mesner algebra.
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2.3. Arithmetic

Let R be a finite commutative ring with identity and K a subgroup of its multiplicative group R×.
Denote by Rel(K , R) the set of all binary relations Sr = {(x, y) ∈ R × R : y − x ∈ rK} where r ∈ R.
Then the pair

Cyc(K , R) = (R, Rel(K , R))

is a homogeneous scheme called a cyclotomic scheme over R [38]. Clearly, Cyc(K , R) is the scheme of
the group of all permutations on R taking x to ax + b where a ∈ K and b ∈ R (see Section 3). In
particular, it is a Cayley scheme over the additive group R+ of the ring R or a translation scheme in the
sense of [13]. The automorphism groups of cyclotomic schemes over rings were studied in [22].
Cyclotomic schemes over rings generalize cyclotomic schemes over finite fields that were

introduced by P. Delsarte in 1973 in the framework of coding theory. Let R = F be a field of
order q and K a subgroup of F× of index m. Then the intersection number of the scheme Cyc(K , F)
that corresponds to the relations Sa, Sb, Sc with a, b, c 6= 0 equals the number of solutions ξ, η ∈
{0, 1, . . . , (q − 1)/m − 1} of the equation agmξ + b = cgmη where g is a primitive element of F.
The explicit evaluation of these integers called the cyclotomic numbers is a hard number-theoretic
problem (see [62, p.305]).
The notion of cyclotomic scheme can be analogously defined for the algebraic structures other than

rings; for instance, in [7] the cyclotomic schemes over finite near-fields are considered.

2.4. Geometry

There is a lot of schemes that can be obtained from incidence geometries in the sense of [14]. In this
subsectionwe consider only one source of schemes, namely partial geometries. As for the connections
of schemes with buildings, spherical designs and knots we refer to [81,8,71] respectively.
Let P be a non-empty finite set and let L be a non-empty set of P-subsets; the elements of P and L

will be called the points and the lines. Suppose that

(1) any two distinct points belong to at most one common line,
(2) there exists an integer t ≥ 1 such that any point belongs to exactly t + 1 lines,
(3) there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that any line consists of exactly s+ 1 points.

The pair G = (P, L) is called a partial geometry with parameters (s, t, α) where α is a non-negative
integer, if

|{(q,m) ∈ P × L : p ∈ m, q ∈ l ∩m}| = α

for all (p, l) ∈ P × Lwith p 6∈ l (see [14, p. 441]). The partial geometries with α = 1, α ∈ {s+ 1, t + 1}
and α = t are the generalized quadrangles, the Steiner 2-designs and their duals, and the Bruck nets
of order s+ 1 and degree t + 1 respectively.
For an arbitrary partial geometry G let us define the following sets of relations on V = P ∪ L:

RX = {∆(X), RX , R
′

X }, X ∈ {P, L},
RX,Y = {IX,Y , I

′

X,Y }, {X, Y } = {P, L}

where RX is the relation consisting of all pairs of non-equal points on a common line for X = P and
all pairs of non-equal lines with a common point for X = L, R′X = (X × X) \ (∆(X)∪ RX ), and IX,Y and
I ′X,Y are the incidence and non-incidence relations respectively. It was proved by D. Higman in [46,47]
that

R = (RP ∪RL ∪RP,L ∪RL,P) \ {∅}

is the set of basis relations of a scheme on V ; we call it the scheme of the partial geometryG. This scheme
has two homogeneity sets P and L and the corresponding homogeneous components are of rank 2 or 3.
Moreover, the schemes of partial geometries G and G′ are similar if and only if (s, t, α) = (s′, t ′, α′).
Other examples of schemes can be constructed on flags of generalized polygons [48].
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In the case s = t = α − 1 the partial geometry G is a finite projective plane of order q = t . Then
|P| = |L| = q2+ q+ 1, rk(C) = 8 and each of two homogeneous components of C is of rank 2 where
C is the scheme of G. Moreover, C has a non-trivial similarity ϕ of order 2 interchanging ∆(P) and
∆(L). Therefore {R ∪ Rϕ : R ∈ R} is the set of basis relations of a homogeneous scheme of rank 4 on
the set V . We call this scheme the homogeneous scheme of the plane G.
In the case s+1 = t = α the partial geometryG is a finite affine plane of order q = t . Then |P| = q2,

|L| = q2 + q and there exist exactly q+ 1 classes B1, . . . , Bq+1 of pairwise parallel lines with |Bi| = q
for all i. The scheme of G is of rank 9 and its homogeneous component of rank 3 has an equivalence
relation with classes Bi’s. Let us define one more scheme associated with G. Set R0 = ∆(P) and

Ri = {(p1, p2) ∈ P2 : l(p1, p2) ∈ Bi}, i = 1, . . . , q+ 1,

where l(p1, p2) is the line containing p1 and p2. Then the pair (P,R)withR = {Ri : i = 0, . . . , q+1},
is a symmetric scheme of rank q+2 [39]. The group of similarities of this scheme is isomorphic to the
symmetric group Sym(q+ 1).

2.5. Combinatorics

Let P be a finite set with n elements, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and B a set of k-subsets of P . The elements of P
and B will be called points and blocks respectively. The pair (P, B) is called a 2-(n, k, λ) design, if any
two distinct points belong to λ common blocks. Set

V = P ∪ B, C = {|b ∩ b′| : b, b′ ∈ B}

and define the partitionR =
⋃2
i,j=1Ri,j of the set V 2 as follows:

R1,1 = {∆(P), P2 \∆(P)}, R1,2 = {R, (P × B) \ R},

R2,1 = {RT, (B× P) \ RT}, R2,2 = {Rc : c ∈ C}

where R = {(p, b) ∈ P × B : p ∈ b} and Rc = {(b, b′) ∈ B2 : |b ∩ b′| = c}. In certain cases the pair
C = (V ,R) is a scheme (with two homogeneity sets P and B). For example, this is always true when
the design is symmetric (|C | = 2) or quasi-symmetric (|C | = 3) [46]. It should be noted that some of
these designs are partial geometries but any design which is a partial geometry, is a Steiner 2-design
(i.e. λ = 1). Examples of schemes with more than 2 homogeneity sets arise from systems of linked
designs introduced and studied in [16]. In fact, it was proved there than any such system produces a
scheme.
Under the scheme of a graph Γ with vertex set V and edge set E we mean the minimal scheme

C = C(Γ ) = (V ,R) such that E ∈ R∗ (as for the partial order on the set of all schemes on V see
Section 3.2). One can see that Aut(C) = Aut(Γ ). The basis relations of C have especially simple form
when the graph Γ is distance-regular (see [13]). In this case denote by d the diameter of it and set

Ri = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 : d(u, v) = i}, i = 0, . . . , d,

where d(u, v) is the distance between u and v in Γ . Then R0 = ∆(V ), R1 = E and

R = {Ri : i = 0, . . . , d}.

It follows that the schemeof a distance-regular graph is symmetric andhence commutative.Moreover,
the intersection numbers of this scheme are uniquely determined by the numbers cRi−1R1,Ri

and cRiR1,Ri−1
for i = 1, . . . , d, that are called the parameters of Γ .
A Latin square of order n is an n × n matrix containing n copies of each of n symbols, so that no

symbol is repeated in any row or column. There are several constructions of schemes related to Latin
squares [44]. Here we consider only one of them; another one is based on the 1–1 correspondence
between the Latin squares of order n and the Brook nets of order n and degree 3 that were mentioned
in Section 2.4. Let A be a Latin square of order n > 2. Then the graph (V , E)with

V = {1, . . . , n}2, E = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 : u1 = v1 or u2 = v2 or Au = Av}
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is strongly regular, i.e. distance-regular of diameter 2. The corresponding scheme C of rank 3 is called
the scheme of A. When A is themultiplication table of a finite groupG, the schemeC is a Cayley scheme
over the groupG×G. In this case one can prove that the schemes of the Latin squares corresponding to
groups G and G′ are isomorphic if and only if G is isomorphic to G′ (see [1, Theorem 2] and [66, Lemma
3]). On the other hand, one can see that the schemes corresponding to Latin squares of the same order
are always similar.

3. Schemes and permutation groups

3.1. Galois correspondence

Given a permutation group Γ ≤ Sym(V ) set Orb2(Γ ) = Orb(Γ , V 2) where the latter is the set of
orbits in the coordinatewise action of Γ on V 2. Then the pair

Inv(Γ ) = (V ,Orb2(Γ ))

is a scheme; we call it the scheme of the group Γ . One can see that Γ ≤ Aut(C) where C = Inv(Γ ).
It is also clear that the homogeneity sets of C coincide with the orbits of Γ ; in particular, the scheme
C is homogeneous if and only if the group Γ is transitive. Moreover, C is primitive (resp. of rank 2) if
and only if Γ is primitive (resp. 2-transitive).
The adjacency algebra of the scheme C is nothing else than the centralizer algebra of the

permutation group Γ ; we denote it by Z(Γ ). It is easily seen that

Z(Γ ) = {A ∈ MatV : Ag = A, g ∈ Γ }.

If the group Γ is transitive, then this algebra is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra of the group Γ by a
point stabilizer (the isomorphism takes the basismatrices to the double cosets). Conversely, anyHecke
algebra of a finite group Γ by its subgroup∆ can be obtained in the above way from the permutation
group induced by the right action of Γ on the set of its left cosets by∆.
There is a natural partial order ≤ on the set of all schemes on V . Namely, given two such schemes

C and C ′ we set

C ≤ C ′ ⇔ R∗(C) ⊂ R∗(C ′).

In this case C ′ is called an extension of C.5 The minimal and maximal elements with respect to that
order are the schemes of the symmetric and identical groups on V respectively. The latter scheme
contains all binary relations on V and is called trivial.
One can see that the mappings

C 7→ Aut(C), Γ 7→ Inv(Γ ) (3)

from the set of all schemes on V to the set of all permutation groups on V and conversely, reverse the
partial orders on these sets and

Inv(Aut(C)) ≥ C, Aut(Inv(Γ )) ≥ Γ

for all C and Γ . Therefore these mappings form a Galois correspondence. The closed objects under
this correspondence are, respectively, the 2-closed groups and the schurian schemes discussed in
Section 4.1.

3.2. Point extensions

It is easily seen that the set of coherent algebras on the same set is closed under intersection.
Therefore given two schemes C1 and C2 on V there is a uniquely determined scheme C1 ∩ C2 on
V such that

5 In the homogeneous case C is also called a fusion of C ′ , and C ′ a fission of C.
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R∗(C1 ∩ C2) = R∗(C1) ∩R∗(C2).

This enables us to define the combinatorial analogs of setwise andpointwise stabilizers of permutation
groups as follows. Given setsR1, . . . ,Rs of binary relations on V , the scheme

[R1, . . . ,Rs] =
⋂

C: R⊂R∗(C)

C

where R is the union of all Ri’s, is the smallest scheme on V containing all relations from R. If Ri
coincides withR(Ci) for some scheme Ci on V or with {∆(Xi)} for some set Xi ⊂ V , then instead of
Ri we write Ci and Xi respectively.
Given a scheme C and a set X ⊂ V , the scheme

C{X} = [C, X]

is called a set extension of C. We have

Aut(C{X}) = Aut(C){X}

where the right-hand side is the setwise stabilizer of the set X in the group Aut(C). Thus the scheme
C{X} can be treated as a combinatorial analog of this setwise stabilizer.
Similarly, for X = {v1, . . . , vs}with some of vi’s possibly equal, set

C(X) = [C, {v1}, . . . , {vs}]

(for the latter scheme we also use notation Cv1,...,vs ). Then

Aut(C(X)) = Aut(C)(X)

where the right-hand side is the pointwise stabilizer of the set X in the group Aut(C). The schemeC(X)
can be treated as a combinatorial analog of this pointwise stabilizer. Any such scheme will be called a
point extension or, more specifically, s-point extension of C.
The concepts of set and point extensions of a scheme go back to [78]. However, they were not

used intensively in the scheme theory because in the most part of investigations only homogeneous
schemes were considered whereas with exception of trivial cases any set or point extension is a non-
homogeneous scheme. We observe that a one-point extension Cv of a homogeneous scheme C is
closely related to its Terwilliger algebra Tv with respect to the point v [77]. In fact, we have

Z(Aut(C)v) ⊃ A(Cv) ⊃ Tv (4)

with both inclusions not always equalities. It should also be noted that in general the algebra Tv is not
coherent.
The point extension concept enables us to define the base number of a scheme which is the

combinatorial analog for the base number of a permutation group (i.e. the minimal number of points
the pointwise stabilizer of which in this group is trivial).

Definition 3.1. The base number b(C) of a scheme C is the minimal integer s for which some of its
s-point extensions is trivial.

Obviously, 0 ≤ b(C) ≤ n− 1 where n is the degree of C. Besides, the base number of a scheme is
less than or equal to the distinguishing number for it which was used in [3] to estimate the maximal
order of a uniprimitive (i.e. primitive but not 2-transitive) permutation group. Thus from the result
proved there it immediately follows the statement below.

Theorem 3.2. Let C be a primitive scheme of degree n and rank at least 3. Then b(C) < 4
√
n log n.

The upper bound from Theorem 3.2 can be improved to O(log n) for the schemes of Hadamard
matrices [61] and for the schemes of Latin squares [66] of order n. Another upper bound for the
base number of a primitive scheme was obtained in [23] by using the natural linear representation
invariants of its adjacency algebra.
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3.3. Regularity

A special role in the scheme theory play schemes satisfying some regularity conditions. In
accordance with [24] a scheme C on a set V is called 1-regular if there exists a point v ∈ V such
that

|Rout(v)| ≤ 1, R ∈ R(C),

where Rout(v) = {u ∈ V : (v, u) ∈ R}. Any such point is called a regular point of the scheme C. One
can see that the set of all regular points is a union of homogeneity sets of C. Besides, the scheme of a
permutation group is 1-regular if the base number of it is at most 1, or equivalently if this group has
a faithful regular orbit. The class of 1-regular schemes contain all trivial schemes and is closed with
respect to extensions and tensor products.

Theorem 3.3 ([24]). Any 1-regular scheme is schurian and separable.6

A scheme is called semi-regular if it is 1-regular and the set of all regular points of it coincides with
its point set; a homogeneous semi-regular scheme is called regular. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that
any semi-regular (resp. regular) scheme is the scheme of a semi-regular (resp. regular) permutation
group. Moreover, any schurian scheme is a quotient of an appropriate semi-regular scheme.

Corollary 3.4. The mappings (3) define a bijection between 1-regular schemes and permutation groups
with base number at most 1. Under this bijection semi-regular (resp. regular) schemes correspond to semi-
regular (resp. regular) permutation groups.

Any 1-regular scheme has a regular homogeneous component (any homogeneity set contained
in the set of regular points gives such a component). A scheme is called quasi-regular if each of its
homogeneous components is regular [25]. As above, one can see that the scheme of a permutation
group Γ is quasi-regular if and only if so is Γ . An interesting special class of quasi-regular schemes
is the class of simple spectrum schemes, i.e. those any irreducible representation of the adjacency
algebra of which is of multiplicity one. The characteristic property of a simple spectrum scheme is
that any homogeneous component of it is regular and commutative. It was stated in [37] that any
simple spectrum scheme is schurian. However, the proof contains a gap and a family of non-schurian
simple spectrum schemes all the homogeneity sets of which are of cardinality 4 was found in [26].

4. Schurity and separability

4.1. Schurity problem

One of the most important concepts in the modern scheme theory is that of a schurian scheme
defined as follows.

Definition 4.1. A schemeC is schurian if it is the scheme of some permutation group, or equivalently,
if C = Inv(Aut(C)).

As we saw above the mappings (3) establish a bijection between the schurian schemes and the
2-closed groups. The simplest examples of schurian schemes are schemes of minimal and maximal
rank. Another example is the scheme of conjugacy classes of a group G: indeed, one can see that the
2-closure of the group 〈GleftGright〉 coincides with the automorphism group of the scheme. It is also
easily seen that the scheme of a distance-regular graph is schurian if and only if the graph is distance-
transitive. This shows, in particular, that most of schemes are non-schurian.

Problem. Given a classK of schemes identify all schurian schemes inK .

6 The definition of a separable scheme is given in Section 4.
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In general, the schurity problem (even for a class consisting of only one scheme) is quite difficult.
For example, letK be the class of quasi-thin schemes: by definition any such scheme is homogeneous
and each basis relation of it is of valency at most two [50]. The following statement is one of the oldest
results in the scheme theory.

Theorem 4.2 ([78]). 7 Any primitive quasi-thin scheme is schurian.

We observe that the classK contains any regular (thin) schemewhich is schurian by Theorem 3.3.
Therefore, at first it was conjectured that every quasi-thin scheme is schurian. However, then a non-
schurian quasi-thin scheme of degree 28 was found (for details see [56]). At present, the schurity
problem forK is far from being completed. Some partial results can be found in [51,70].
Let K be the class of circulant schemes; by definition any scheme in K is isomorphic to a

Cayley scheme over a cyclic group. The schurity problem for K goes back to I. Schur who had been
conjecturing for a long time that every Cayley scheme is schurian, [80, p. 54]; for cyclic groups this
statement was known as the Schur–Klin hypothesis. It was confirmed for cyclic groups the order of
which is a prime power [73,40] or the product of two distinct primes [57]. Only in 2002 the authors
of this paper found that the Schur–Klin hypothesis is false.

Theorem 4.3 ([27]). There exists an infinite family of non-schurian circulant schemes.

Later it was proved in [24] that any normal circulant scheme is schurian (see also [69]). At present
the schurity problem for the classK is open.
There are non-trivial classes of schemes for which the schurity problem is completely solved,

e.g. the schemes of algebraic forests8 and 1-regular schemes are schurian (see [33] and Theorem 3.3
here). The schurity problem in the class of Coxeter schemes was studied in [82] where a sufficient
condition for a Coxeter scheme to be schurian was found.
An interesting open problem is to characterize the schurian schemes of partial geometries.

Probably, the first step was done in [17] where it was proved that the scheme of a Latin square (or
Bruck net of degree 3) of order at least 3 is schurian if and only if it is the multiplication table of an
elementary abelian 2-group or a cyclic group of order 3 or 5. Also we have the following result proved
in [28].

Theorem 4.4. The scheme (homogeneous or not) of a projective plane P is schurian if and only if P is
isomorphic to a Galois plane.9

4.2. Separability problem

It is an old problem in permutation group theory to characterize a permutation group up to
isomorphism by its combinatorial invariants, e.g. by subdegrees [49]. A similar problem arises
in different parts of combinatorics where one would like to characterize up to isomorphism a
combinatorial structure, for instance a design, by its parameters [12]. To deal with problems of such
a kind it is convenient to give the following definition [28].

Definition 4.5. A scheme C is separable with respect to a classK of schemes if Iso(C,C ′, ϕ) 6= ∅ for
all similarities ϕ : C → C ′ where C ′ ∈ K . IfK is the class of all schemes, we say that C is separable.

7 In fact, in [78, p. 71,72] it was proved that any primitive quasi-thin scheme is the scheme of a directed or undirected cycle
of prime length.
8 Examples of algebraic forests are trees, interval graphs and cographs.
9 The projective plane formed by the lines and the planes of a 3-dimensional linear space over a Galois field, is called a Galois
plane.
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Thus any separable scheme is characterized up to isomorphism by the intersection numbers. In
this sense Higman’s characterization results mentioned above mean that the schemes of certain
permutation groups are separable with respect to the class of schurian schemes. As in the schurity
case the simplest examples of separable schemes are schemes of minimal and maximal rank. On the
other hand, it is easily seen that the scheme of a distance-regular graph is separable if and only if the
graph is uniquely determined by its parameters in the sense of [13].

Problem. Given classes K1 and K2 of schemes identify all schemes in K1 that are separable with
respect toK2.

Let K1 = K2 = K be the class of schemes any element of which is the scheme of conjugacy
classes of a finite group. Then we have the following statement (see Section 2.2).

Theorem 4.6. A scheme belonging to K is separable with respect to K if the underlying group is
determined up to isomorphism by its character table.

LetK be the class of schemes of distance-regular graphs (resp. partial geometries, designs). Then
one can prove that any scheme similar to a scheme inK , also belongs toK . Therefore the separability
problem withK1 = K2 = K is equivalent to the separability problem withK1 = K andK2 the
class of all schemes. In any case, the solution consists in identifying all distance-regular graphs (resp.
partial geometries, designs) which are uniquely determined by its parameters.
LetK be the class of circulant schemes. An old construction [35, p.75] shows that there exist non-

schurian schemes of rank 3 and prime degree that are not inK but similar to Paley schemes. Since
any Paley scheme of prime degree is schurian and circulant, not all schemes in K are separable. In
fact, this statement can be considerably strengthened.

Theorem 4.7 ([27]). There exists an infinite family of circulant schemes that are not separablewith respect
to K .

At present the separability problemwithK1 = K2 = K is open. On the other hand, it was proved
in [24] that any normal circulant scheme is separablewith respect toK . Thus the separability problem
withK1 being the class of normal schemes belonging toK andK2 = K is completely solved.
There are non-trivial classes of schemes for which the separability problem is completely solved,

e.g. the schemes of algebraic forests and 1-regular schemes are separable (see [33] and Theorem 3.3
here). On the other hand, the separability problem for schemes of partial geometries (or designs)
is closely related to the characterization of them up to isomorphism. For instance, in the case
of projective planes it is easily seen that the non-homogeneous (resp. homogeneous) schemes of
projective planes P and P ′ of order q are always similar, but they are isomorphic if and only if P
is isomorphic toP ′ (resp. toP ′ or to the plane dual toP ′). It is a well-known fact (see [14]) that given
a composite prime power q there is a unique projective plane of order q for q < 9, and there are at
least two non-isomorphic projective planes of order q (one of which is the Galois plane) for q ≥ 9.
This proves the following statement.

Theorem 4.8. Let q be a composite prime power and C the (homogeneous or not) scheme of a projective
plane of order q. Then C is separable if and only if q < 9.

When q is prime the separability of the scheme C is closely related to the open problem on the
existence of a non-Galois projective plane of order q.
We complete the section by remarking that the classes of schurian and separable schemes are

invariant with respect to direct sums, tensor product and wreath product [18].

5. Higher schurity and higher separability

5.1. Multi-dimensional extensions of a scheme

The key point of the Wielandt method of invariant relations [80] is to study a permutation group
Γ ≤ Sym(V ) bymeans of the permutation groups Γ̂ (m) induced by the coordinatewise action of Γ on
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Cartesianm-fold products of V . A realization of this idea for the scheme theory goes back to [78]where
a combinatorial analog of the coordinatewise action was introduced under the name of ‘‘daughter
system’’. Since then several multi-dimensional constructions have been studied [37,64,75], but in all
these cases the resulting objects were not schemes. To avoid this disbalance the authors introduced
in [21,26] the concept ofm-extension of a scheme. One of the ideas was to find the scheme analog of
the following equality

Γ̂ (m)
= (Γ m){∆m}

(see Section 3.2) where∆m = ∆m(V ) is the diagonal of the set Vm and Γ m is the permutation group
induced by the coordinatewise action of them-fold direct product of Γ on this set.
Let C be a scheme on V andm a positive integer. Denote by Cm them-fold tensor product of C. Set

Ĉ(m) = (Cm){∆m}.

Thus Ĉ(m) is a scheme on Vm that is a set extension of the scheme Cm.

Definition 5.1. The scheme Ĉ(m) is called them-extension of C.

Clearly, the 1-extension of C coincides with C. For m ≥ 2 we have ∆m 6= Vm whenever V is
not a singleton. Therefore in this case them-extension is a non-homogeneous scheme. Moreover, the
number of its homogeneity sets grows rapidly as m grows. It is easily seen, that any invariant binary
relation with respect to the group Γ̂ (m) with Γ = Sym(V ), is a relation of the scheme Ĉ(m). Moreover,

Aut(Ĉ(m)) = Âut(C)(m) , Inv(Âut(C)(m) ) ≥ Ĉ(m).

Inmany cases the latter inclusion is in fact equality, and hence them-extension is schurian, e.g. this
is true for all m whenever rk(C) = 2 or C is a regular scheme. It is much more non-trivial to prove
that this is also so when C is a cyclotomic scheme over a field [24]. On the other hand, in [29] the
2-extension of the homogeneous (as well as non-homogeneous) scheme C of a finite projective plane
of order qwas found. It turned out that for sufficiently large q the scheme Ĉ(2) is not schurian and its
rank does not depend on q. Generally, only the following result holds (Theorems 3.3 and 5.10) and it
cannot be substantially improved (Theorem 5.13).

Theorem 5.2. The m-extension of a scheme on n-points is schurian whenever m ≥ n.
Any permutation group Γ ≤ Sym(V ) is isomorphic (as a permutation group) to the restriction of

the group Γ̂ (m) to the set∆m; the natural isomorphism is induced by the bijection δ : v 7→ (v, . . . , v),
v ∈ V . In the scheme case the situation is more complicated. Nevertheless, for a scheme C on V , ∆m
is a union of the homogeneity sets of itsm-extension Ĉ(m). Therefore one can define a scheme

C
(m)
= ((Ĉ(m))∆m)

δ−1

on V which is the translation of the scheme (Ĉ(m))∆m along the bijection δ
−1. In other words any basis

relation of C(m) is of the form
Rδ
−1
= {(u, v) ∈ V 2 : (uδ, vδ) ∈ R}

where R is a basis relation of Ĉ(m) contained in (∆m)2. The scheme C
(m) is called the m-closure of C.

One can prove (Theorem 5.11) that

C ≤ C
(m)
≤ C

(∞) (5)

where C
(∞)
= Inv(Aut(C)) is the schurian closure of C.

Definition 5.3. A scheme C is calledm-closed if C = C
(m).

Clearly,C(1) = C; thus any scheme is 1-closed. However, not all schemes are 2-closed. Theminimal
homogeneous scheme which is not 2-closed is the non-symmetric scheme of degree 15 and rank 3
(see [43]). On the other hand, any schurian scheme is m-closed for all m (see (5)). However, not each
m-closed scheme is schurian, form = 2 this follows from Theorems 4.4 and 5.4 below.

Theorem 5.4 ([29]). The homogeneous and non-homogeneous schemes of any projective plane are 2-
closed.
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5.2. Stable partitions

It seems reasonable to compare the concept ofm-extension withmulti-dimensional constructions
from [78,75] (concerning the construction from [37] we refer to [21]). Despite the fact that formally
none of them is a scheme, each of them produces a stable partition of the set Vm in the sense of the
following definition proposed in [26] (a similar notion was introduced in unpublished preprint [54]).

Definition 5.5. A partition Π of a set VM with M = {1, . . . ,m} is stable if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(P1) given L ⊂ M the diagonal∆(V L) is a union of the elements from πL(Π),
(P2) Π is invariant with respect to the group Sym(M),
(P3) given T ∈ Π , L ⊂ M and S ∈ πL(Π) the number |π−1L (u) ∩ T | does not depend on u ∈ S

where πL : VM → V L is a natural projection and πL(Π) = {πL(T ) : T ∈ Π}.

The comparisonwith the definition of a scheme shows that the projections toV 2 of stable partitions
of V 3 are in 1–1 correspondence with the schemes on V . Besides, given a group Γ ≤ Sym(V ) the
elements of the set Orbm(Γ ) = Orb(Γ̂ (m)) form a stable partition of Vm for allm.
A superscheme defined in [75] is a compatible family {Πm}∞m=1 where Πm is a stable partition of

Vm, such that C = (V ,Π2) is a homogeneous scheme. It was proved there that

Πm = Orbm(Γ )

for all m where Γ = Aut(C). Thus this approach can be applied only to schurian schemes C. On the
other hand, given a scheme C denote respectively by Πm(C) and Rm(C) the partitions of the sets
Vm and V 2m into the homogeneity sets and the basis relations of them-extension of C. It was proved
in [26] that these partitions are stable.Moreover, itwas shown there that them-dimWeisfeiler–Leman
method [78,15] applied to the scheme C leads to a natural stable partition of Vm; we denote it
by WLm(C).

Theorem 5.6. Given a scheme C and a positive integer m the following statements hold:

WLm(C) ≤ Πm(C), Rm(C) ≤ π2m(WL3m(C))

where≤ denotes the natural partial order on the set of partitions of a set.

One can see that the m-extension has rather reach structure. For example, any permutation of
coordinates induces an isomorphism of this scheme. The adjacency algebra of it is closed with respect
to some convolutions two of which are the ordinary and Hadamard multiplications. It would be
interesting to describe all convolutions with respect to which the adjacency algebra is invariant.

5.3. Multi-dimensional extensions of a similarity

Them-extension gives a powerful tool to study automorphisms of a scheme. To study similarities
of schemes them-extension of a similarity was introduced in [26]. The theories of multi-dimensional
extensions of similarities and schemes can be developed in parallel.
Let ϕ : C → C ′ be a similarity. Denote by ϕm them-fold tensor power of ϕ, i.e. the similarity from

Cm to (C ′)m induced by ϕ.

Definition 5.7. A similarityψ : Ĉ(m) → Ĉ ′(m) is called anm-extension of ϕ if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) (∆(m))ψ = (∆′)(m),
(2) Rψ = Rϕ

m
for all R ∈ R(Cm).

It is easily seen that the m-extension of ϕ is uniquely determined; it is denoted by ϕ̂(m). Clearly,
ϕ̂(1) = ϕ for all ϕ. However, for m ≥ 2 not each similarity has m-extension. For example, a
computation shows that the similarity of the homogeneous non-symmetric scheme of degree 15 and
rank 3 that is induced by transposition has no 2-extension.
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Definition 5.8. A similarity is calledm-similarity if it hasm-extension.

The set of all m-similarities from C to C ′ is denoted by Simm(C,C ′); clearly, Sim1(C,C ′) =
Sim(C,C ′). The above example shows that a similarity is not necessarily an m-similarity even for
m = 2. On the other hand, for any positive integer m and any isomorphism f from C to C ′ the
similarity ϕf (see Section 2.1) hasm-extension; it coincides with ϕ̂f where f̂ is the isomorphism from
Ĉ(m) to Ĉ ′(m) induced by f . Therefore

Sim∞(C,C ′) ⊂ Simm(C,C ′) ⊂ Sim(C,C ′)

where Sim∞(C,C ′) = {ϕf : f ∈ Iso(C,C ′)}. It follows that any similarity induced by an isomorphism
is anm-similarity for allm. However, there existm-similarities not induced by isomorphism, form = 2
this follows from Theorems 4.8 and 5.9 below.

Theorem 5.9 ([29]). Any similarity between the homogeneous (or non-homogeneous) schemes of
projective planes is a 2-similarity.

5.4. Schurity and separability numbers

The following statement shows that for a sufficiently large m the m-extension of any scheme
contains the scheme of a regular action of its automorphism group. Thus asymptotically the theory of
m-extensions reduces to permutation group theory.

Theorem 5.10 ([24]). Let C be a scheme and m ≥ 1. Suppose that some of the (m− 1)-point extensions
of C is 1-regular. Then the scheme Ĉ(m) is also 1-regular.

We note that the assumption of Theorem 5.10 is not restrictive in the sense that such anm always
exists, e.g. the degree ofCwill do. In fact, one can take evenm = b(C)+1. However, alwaysm ≥ b(C).
From Theorems 3.3 and 5.10 it follows that the scheme Ĉ(m) is schurian and separable for any m

satisfying the assumption of the latter theorem. This implies that the scheme C
(m) is schurian and

that anym-similarity fromC to another scheme is induced by isomorphism. Using these facts one can
prove the following important result [28].

Theorem 5.11. Given schemes C and C ′ of degree n we have

C = C
(1)
≤ · · · ≤ C

(n)
= · · · = C

(∞)
, (6)

Sim(C,C ′) = Sim1(C,C ′) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Simn(C,C ′) = · · · = Sim∞(C,C ′). (7)

This theorem shows that the larger an integer m is, the more an m-closed scheme and an m-
similarity look like a schurian scheme and a similarity induced by isomorphism respectively. In fact,
some non-trivial facts from permutation group theory can be generalized even to 2-closed schemes
(for details see [23]).

Definition 5.12 ([28]). A scheme C is called m-schurian if C(m) = C
(∞), it is called m-separable if

Simm(C,C ′) = Sim∞(C,C ′) for all schemes C ′.

From (6) and (7) it follows that the property of a scheme to be m-schurian (or m-separable) is
preserved asm grows. Moreover, any scheme of degree n is n-schurian and n-separable. Set

t(C) = min{m : C ism-schurian}, s(C) = min{m : C ism-separable}.

These numbers are called the schurity number and the separability number of the scheme C. From
Theorem 5.11 it follows that

1 ≤ t(C) ≤ n, 1 ≤ s(C) ≤ n

for all schemes C. Obviously, t(C) = 1 (resp. s(C) = 1) if and only if the scheme C is schurian (resp.
separable). It is more interesting that the upper bounds are asymptotically optimal [26,18].
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Theorem 5.13. There exist schemes with arbitrarily large schurity and separability numbers. Moreover,

lim sup
n(C)→∞

t(C)
n(C)

> 0, lim sup
n(C)→∞

s(C)
n(C)

> 0,

whereC runs over the class of all schemes and n(C) is the degree of C. Both inequalities remain true in the
case when C runs over the class of all homogeneous schemes, and for the second inequality even schurian
homogeneous schemes.

Generally, given a scheme it is difficult to find the exact values of its schurity and separability
numbers. On the other hand, for direct sums and tensor andwreath products the problem is reduced to
the sameproblem for operands [26,28,18]. The following result proved in [28] connects these numbers
with the corresponding numbers of certain extensions.

Theorem 5.14. Let C be a scheme on V . Then
(1) s(C) ≤ s(Cv)+ 1 for all v ∈ V ,
(2) if Cv is t(Cv)-separable for some point v ∈ V , then t(C) ≤ t(Cv)+ 1,
(3) s(C) ≤ m s(Ĉ(m)), t(C) ≤ m t(Ĉ(m)) for all m ≥ 1.

FromTheorems 3.3 and 5.10 and statement (3) of Theorem5.14we obtain the first statement of the
theorem below. The second statement follows from the first one because the existence of an s-point
extension of a scheme C implies that b(C) ≤ s+ 1.

Theorem 5.15. Let C be a scheme. Then
(1) t(C) ≤ m and s(C) ≤ mwhenever some of the (m− 1)-point extensions of C is 1-regular,
(2) t(C) ≤ b(C)+ 1 and s(C) ≤ b(C)+ 1.

We observe that for the schemes which were used to prove Theorem 5.13, the upper bounds from
statement (2) of Theorem 5.15 are asymptotically optimal. On the other hand, for a schemeC of rank 2
and degree nwe have t(C) = s(C) = 1, whereas b(C) = n− 1.
The developed theory enables us to obtain non-trivial upper bounds for schurity and separability

numbers in certain classes of schemes. For example, for a primitive scheme one can use Theorem 3.2
and statement (2) of Theorem 5.15 to prove the following result.

Corollary 5.16. Let C be a primitive non-rank 2 scheme of degree n. Then t(C) < 4
√
n log n + 1 and

s(C) < 4
√
n log n+ 1.

Other examples are considered below.

5.5. Explicit upper bounds

In this subsection we study the schurity and separability numbers of schemes from several well-
known classes. In most cases these schemes are schurian, i.e. the schurity number of any of them
equals one. Therefore more attention will be paid to the separability problem.
Let C be a scheme. Below by saying that the intersection numbers of C and another scheme C ′ are

the samewe mean that a similarity

ϕ : C → C ′

is given. Thus the scheme C is characterized by the intersection numbers if and only if s(C) = 1.
This look at the problem of characterization of schemes is adequate to the point of view adopted in
book [13]. Next, we could call the intersection numbers of the scheme Ĉ(m) the m-dim intersection
numbers of C. Then it is natural to say that the m-dim intersection numbers of C and C ′ are the same
if the intersection numbers of C and C ′ are the same and the corresponding similarity ϕ has an m-
extension, i.e.

ϕ ∈ Simm(C,C ′).
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Thus C is characterized by them-dim intersection numbers if and only if s(C) ≤ m.
The following statement proved in [28] shows that the schemes of distance-regular graphs with

classical parameters are characterized by the 2-dim intersection numbers.

Theorem 5.17. Let C be either the scheme of a distance-regular graph with parameters of the Johnson or
Hamming graph, or the Grassmann scheme. Then t(C) ≤ 2 and s(C) ≤ 2.

The proof of this theorem is based on the well-known characterizations of distance-regular graphs
with classical parameters cited in book [13]. In fact, if C is the Johnson, Hamming or Grassmann
scheme, then obviously t(C) = 1. Moreover, in the first two cases s(C) = 1 if and only if C is not
the scheme of a Chang or Doob graph for which the both numbers equal 2. It would be interesting to
generalize Theorem 5.17 to the scheme of a distance-regular graphwith parameters of the Grassmann
graph, by using the characterization of the Grassmann graph given in [65].
LetC be the homogeneous or non-homogeneous scheme of a finite projective plane of order q. The

following rough upper bound for the schurity and separability numbers of C was proved in [28]:

t(C) ≤ 5+ log2 log2 q, s(C) ≤ 5+ log2 log2 q.

As we saw in Section 4 (Theorems 4.8 and 4.1) in most cases t(C) > 1 and s(C) > 1. In [29] the 2-
extension ofCwas explicitly found and as a consequence the following unexpected resultwas proved.

Theorem 5.18. Let C be the homogeneous or non-homogeneous scheme of a finite projective plane P .
Then t(C) 6= 2 and s(C) 6= 2. Moreover, if P is a Galois plane, then s(C) ≤ 3.

Let C be a cyclotomic scheme over a field F. Then obviously t(C) = 1. Moreover, it was proved
in [63] that

Aut(C) ≤ A0L1(F) (8)

whenever rk(C) > 2. On the other hand, in contrast to many classical schemes the intersection
numbers of a cyclotomic scheme do not characterize it up to isomorphism. For example, there is a
lot of pairwise non-isomorphic schemes arising from the conference and Hadamard matrices having
the same intersection numbers as Paley schemes which are exactly cyclotomic schemes of rank 3.
Since any scheme of rank 2 is separable, the following theorem together with inclusion (8) shows

that any cyclotomic scheme is characterized by its 3-dim intersection numbers.

Theorem 5.19 ([24]). Let C be a cyclotomic scheme. Then s(C) does not exceed the base number of the
group Aut(C). In particular, s(C) ≤ 3.

The proof of Theorem 5.19 is based on the fact that a one-point extension of a normal Cayley
scheme over a cyclic group is 1-regular. This implies, in particular, that any point extension (as well
as any multi-dimensional extension) of a cyclotomic scheme C is schurian. It follows that the first
of inclusions (4) is in fact the equality Z(Aut(C)v) = A(Cv). On the other hand, as it was observed
in [53] the question whether or not the Terwilliger algebra Tv coincides with Z(Aut(C)v) is reduced
to a difficult number theoretical problem.
Any cyclotomic scheme is 3/2-homogeneous which means that it is homogeneous and all its non-

reflexive basis relations have the same cardinality. It is easily seen that the scheme of a non-regular
permutation group is 3/2-homogeneous if and only if the group is 3/2-transitive. It is known that
any imprimitive 3/2-transitive group is a Frobenius group [72, Theorem 8.1], and hence the base
number of its one-point stabilizer is 1. A combinatorial analog of this statement is that any one-point
extension of an imprimitive 3/2-homogeneous scheme is 1-regular [23]. By Theorem5.15 this implies
the following result.

Theorem 5.20 ([28]). If C is an imprimitive 3/2-homogeneous scheme, then t(C) ≤ 2 and s(C) ≤ 2.

There is a lot of schemes satisfying the assumption of Theorem5.20. Apart from imprimitive regular
schemes, these include, in particular, the schemes of finite affine planes defined in Section 2.4 and the
schemes of imprimitive Frobenius groups. It should be noted that the latter are just those non-regular
imprimitive 3/2-homogeneous schemes C for which t(C) = 1.
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6. Schemes and computation

6.1. Enumeration of schemes

The most part of computational problems concerning schemes can be attributed to one of two big
topics: computer-aided computations and the design of algorithms efficient from the theoretical point
of view. The first topic is the subject of this subsection. In the other subsections we give some ideas
how to apply schemes in the computational complexity theory.
The enumeration problem is to construct the complete list of explicitly given pairwise non-

isomorphic schemes in a given class. One of the first results of this type appeared in [59] where
all schemes on at most 7 points were enumerated. Since then a lot of results have been obtained
for special classes of schemes mostly arising from certain combinatorial objects like distance-
regular graphs [13] or incidence graphs of block designs [12]. At present, the most complete list of
homogeneous schemes of small degree can be found in [43]. This list shows that the smallest degree
of a non-schurian homogeneous scheme equals 15; in the non-homogeneous case the corresponding
number is unknown.
At present there are two special packages for computations with schemes. The first of them called

COCO (COherent COnfigurations) was designed for arbitrary schemes of rank at most 256 [36]. The
second one works mostly with homogeneous schemes of any rank and is implemented as a package
of the computer system GAP [42].
We complete the subsection by mentioning one of the basic tools in computing with schemes.

It is the Weisfeiler–Leman polynomial-time algorithm for finding the basis relations of the smallest
scheme containing a given family of binary relations [79,78]. The first efficient implementation of it
can be found in [5].

Theorem 6.1. Given a familyR of binary relations on a set V the set of basis relations of the scheme [R]
can be found in time O(mn2 log n+ n3 log n) where m = |R| and n = |V |.

Two other efficient implementations of the Weisfeiler–Leman algorithm as well as some
comparison results can be found in [10,6].

6.2. Graph isomorphism

Two graphs are called isomorphic if there is a bijection of their vertex sets preserving the adjacency
of vertices.

Graph Isomorphism Problem (ISO). Given two graphs test whether or not they are isomorphic.

At present the ISO is one of the most famous problem of the computational complexity theory
for which neither NP-completeness is proved, nor a polynomial-time algorithm is known. In fact, the
running time of the best general isomorphism test is moderately exponential and the proof of this
estimate is based on the classification of finite simple groups. A more detailed discussion of the topic
can be found in [4].
As we said in Section 1 there is a relationship between schemes and the ISO [78]. In the modern

language the idea is as follows. Let Γ and Γ ′ be graphs with vertex sets V and V ′, and edge sets E and
E ′ respectively. Then any isomorphism of them induces a similarity10

ϕ : C(Γ )→ C(Γ ′), Eϕ = E ′ (9)

where C(Γ ) and C(Γ ′) are the schemes of the graphs Γ and Γ ′ (see Section 2.5). On the other hand,
with the help of theWeisfeiler–Leman algorithmone can easily testwhether such a similarityϕ exists.
Thus the ISO is reduced to the following problem.

10 This similarity does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism.
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Problem. Given a similarity ϕ : C → C ′ test whether or not ϕ ∈ Sim∞(C,C ′).

Obviously, this problem becomes trivial whenever the scheme C (or C ′) is separable, because in
this case any ϕ ∈ Sim(C,C ′) is induced by an isomorphism.
The direct application of the above approach solves the isomorphism problem for algebraic forests

defined in [33]. This class of graphs includes trees, interval graphs, cographs, directed path graphs, etc.
As it wasmentioned in Section 4.2 the scheme of an algebraic forest is separable. Thus by Theorem 6.1
we obtain the following result.

Theorem 6.2. The isomorphism of two n-vertex algebraic forests can be tested in time O(n3 log n).

For an integerm ≥ 1 denote byKm the class of all graphs Γ such that s(C) ≤ mwhereC = C(Γ ).
As we saw above for m = 1 the isomorphism of n-vertex graphs Γ ,Γ ′ ∈ Km can be tested within
time polynomial in n. In the general case, for these graphs we have

Simm(C,C ′) = Sim∞(C,C ′)

whereC = C(Γ ) andC ′ = C(Γ ′). Therefore to test isomorphism of them it suffices to checkwhether
similarity (9) exists and if so whether it has them-extension

ϕ̂(m) : Ĉ(m) → Ĉ ′(m).

Since the degrees of the schemes Ĉ(m) and Ĉ ′(m) equal nm, this can be done in time nO(m) by the
Weisfeiler–Leman algorithm.

Theorem 6.3. The isomorphism of two n-vertex graphs fromKm can be tested in time nO(m).

Bearing in mind Theorem 6.3 it would be interesting to find natural classes of graphs contained in
the classKm for a fixedm. Of a special interest are graphswith boundedmultiplicity of spectra, graphs
of bounded genus and graphs of bounded degree [4]. In the first two cases some results from [23,
41] can be useful. For instance, in the former paper it was in fact proved that any graph Γ with the
multiplicity of spectra bounded bym is contained inKm+1 whenever the scheme of Γ is primitive.
The discussed technique is not a unique way to use the scheme theory for designing efficient

graph isomorphism tests. For example, the combinatorial part of algorithms from papers [30,31] is
based on the analysis of primitive schemes arising in the reduction process. Another example is the
isomorphism test for strongly regular graphs from [76] the key point of which is the use of Neumaier’s
claw bound. Finally, the scheme theory is the essential part of the polynomial-time isomorphism tests
for circulant graphs proposed independently in [67,32]; the former one is discussed in [69], this issue,
whereas the second is the subject of the next subsection.

6.3. Circulants

A finite graph (or a scheme) is said to be circulant if its automorphism group contains a full cycle,
i.e., a permutation the cycle decomposition of which consists of a unique cycle of full length. Certainly,
a circulant scheme is isomorphic to a Cayley scheme over a cyclic group.
It is an old problem to recognizewhether or not a given graphΓ is circulant, and if so to construct a

full cycle in Aut(Γ ). In fact, for circulant graphs the ISO is polynomial-time reducible to the recognition
problem, because two circulant graphs with the same number of vertices are isomorphic if and only
if their disjoint union is a circulant graph. Here, the isomorphism can also be easily found (if it exists),
e.g. for connected graphs any full cycle of the automorphism group of the disjoint union produces an
isomorphism between them.

Theorem 6.4 ([32]). The recognition and isomorphism problems for circulant graphs can be solved in time
nO(1) where n is the number of vertices of input graphs.

Themain difficulty in proving Theorem6.4 is to control the set of full cycles in a permutation group.
In this connection the following notion is useful.
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Definition 6.5. A cycle base of a finite permutation group G is a subset of G consisting of full cycles
such that any full cycle of G is conjugate in G to exactly one element of this set.

Cycle bases were studied in [68] where it was proved that the cardinality of any cycle base of
the group G is at most n (and even ϕ(n)with ϕ the Euler function assuming the classification of finite
simple groups) where n is the degree of G. We note that given a cycle base of the automorphism group
of an n-vertex graph, one can explicitly construct a full system of pairwise non-equivalent Cayley
representations of it over a given cyclic group of order n [32].
Let Γ be a graph and C = C(Γ ). Then obviously Γ is a circulant graph if and only if a cycle base

of the group Aut(Γ ) = Aut(C) is non-empty. Thus a polynomial-time solution to the recognition
problem for circulant graphs is the direct consequence of the following result, where under a cycle
base of a scheme we mean a cycle base of its automorphism group.

Theorem 6.6 ([32]). A cycle base of a scheme on n points can be found in time nO(1).

Let us briefly discuss the idea of the proof of Theorem 6.6. The theory of circulant schemes
developed in [32] shows that given a scheme C we have the following alternative: either the group
Aut(C) is solvable, or there exists a scheme C ′ > C such that at least one cycle base of C ′ is that of C.
Moreover, this alternative is resolved in polynomial time: the group Aut(C) in the former case and
the scheme C ′ in the latter one can be found in time nO(1) where n is the degree of C. This reduces
the problem of finding a cycle base of C to that of finding a cycle base of a solvable permutation
group. However, the latter problem can be efficiently solved by means of standard algorithms in
computational permutation group theory.

6.4. Factorization of polynomials

The factorization problem for a polynomial over a finite field was intensively studied in
computational complexity theory (see papers [19,52,60] where polynomial-time algorithms for
special classes of polynomials were constructed). However, only two strong enough results for the
factorization of an arbitrary degree n polynomial over a field of order q = pm with p prime were
known:

• the Berlekamp algorithm [11] of complexity (nmp)O(1),
• the Rónyai algorithm [74] of complexity (nnm log p)O(1) (under the Generalized Riemann Hypothe-
sis11).

A substantial progress in the factorization problemwasmade in [20] where the following theorem
was proved.

Theorem 6.7. Under the Generalized RiemannHypothesis the irreducible factors of a degree n polynomial
over an explicitly given finite field of order q can be found in time (nlog n log q)O(1).

A careful analysis of the algorithm of Theorem 6.7 revealed unexpected deep connections between
the factorization of polynomials and the theory of multi-dimensional extensions of schemes (see
Section 5). The key point here is the notion of odd scheme.

Definition 6.8. A scheme is called odd if the cardinality of any of its basis relations is odd.

It immediately follows from the definition that a homogeneous scheme is odd if and only if the
degrees of it and of all of its basis relations are odd. One can prove that the class of odd schemes is
closed with respect to taking extensions and factors as well as direct sums and tensor and wreath
products [18]. Moreover, the automorphism group of an odd scheme is of odd cardinality and hence

11 This hypothesis states that the L-series of an algebraic number field K with the Dirichlet character χ has no zeros in the
right half-plane Re(s) > 1/2 for all K and χ [58].
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is solvable by the Feit–Thompson theorem. (It is interesting to note that the latter theorem can be
reformulated in the scheme theory language as follows: any odd regular scheme of composite degree
has a non-trivial equivalence relation the adjacency matrix of which belongs to the adjacency algebra
of the scheme).
For a positive integer n denote byKn the class of all schemes C of degree n such that C ≥ C ′ for

some primitive odd scheme C ′. Set

tn = max
C∈Kn

t(C).

Theorem 6.9 ([18]). Under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis the irreducible factors of a degree n
polynomial over an explicitly given finite field of order q can be found in time (ntn log q)O(1).

By Theorems 3.2 and 5.15 we have tn < 4
√
n log n + 1. Getting a stronger upper bound for the

number tn (based on deeper investigations of primitive odd schemes) could lead to an improvement
of the running time estimate for the factorization algorithm.
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